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Continue reading the main storyEncounters Karen FinleyKaren Finley at the ABC Art Center No Rio on the Lower East Side last month after performing her latest work, Written in the Sand, at the Baruch Performing Arts Center.Credit... Ramsay de Give for The New York Times I want to start a bartender, performer Karen Finley said, and her friend Chip Duckett, an event promoter
and publicist, jumped straight into Come to My House, he said. I'm tired of pouring my own drinks. But Ms. Finley, standing in the backyard of the Lower East Side of the ABC No Rio Arts Center, surrounded by walls covered in bold graffiti, mostly a sense of nostalgia; The fabric of nightlife is different now, she said later. After all, it's been quite a while since Ms. Finley smeared her
nude herself in chocolate and honey (or did very naughty things with canned yams) in intrepid appearances on ABC's No Rio and long gone spaces like Palladium and Danceteria. On this recent night, she was fully clothed and celebrating after performing her latest work, Written in the Sand, at the Baruch Performing Arts Center, a moving tribute to her many friends - David
Wojnarowicz and Ethyl Eichelberger among them - who died of AIDS in the early years of the New York rampage. I couldn't have done it 10 years ago,' she said. The show would have been too painful, but now, at some distance, thinking about people who have lost their lives, I feel cheerful, she said. It is a privilege to be able to create a job. Also, her friends deserve a tribute, and
most of them didn't get them when they died, she said later. At the time, Ms. Finley said, people couldn't publicly grieve. It was taboo. Families of the victims will simply forget the bodies and, in fact, disappear, she said. They won't announce their lives, so why announce death? She said. You could never have a proper funeral. When she and some friends arrived at ABC's No Rio
after her show, the opening night party for a graffiti art exhibition If Those Walls Could Talk was already happening, and soon turned into a final party for Ms. Finley's show. (Although there will be another performance, November 22 at the Laurie Beachman Theater.) First I saw Karen here and then I showed up and said, whatever you need, I'll do it, said Laurie E. Seid, who has
worked with Ms. Finley many times, usually behind the scenes as technical director. It was a performance by Karen Finley, oh, food. And monologues of the heart. Among the other sipping champagne and telling tales of the 80s were Sur Rodney (Sur), a fixture on the East Village art scene from the late 1970s and curator of the 2013 exhibition No More: 25 Years of Visual AIDS;
Drag artists Brandon Olsen and Chris Tanner; Photographer Timothy Greenfield-Sanders; Martha Wilson, Founding Director, Franklin Furnace; and Tigger, burlesque performer. Tigger makes incredible burlesque, Ms. Finley said. It's on gender level. Cynthia Carr was also there, talking about the reaction to Untold practices, unnatural acts: Karen Finley's Taboo Art, a story about
the cover of The Village Voice, which she wrote in 1986, which opened, is tempting: Raw Trembling Identifier Takes The Stage. ... Some other Voice writers - mostly men who wrote about politics - thought her article would make their work seem less legitimate, Ms. Carr said, and protested. It was all about yams,' she said. There were boxes of yams on people's tables. I was so
shocked I had no idea. I just knew Karen was a great artist. Her work in clubs was very raw, dealing with rape and incest and the like, and always talked about them without euphemism. Ms. Finley, at 58, is perhaps a little less wild these days, as a resident of Sleepy Hollow, N.J., a New York University professor and mother to Violet, a plucky 21-year-old student there who isn't
studying with her mom. (I get enough lectures, Violet said, and they both laughed.) But in the 80s, her shows were borderline busting enough to cause a noticeable uproar: In 1990, after being awarded an individual artist grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, Ms. Finley and three others became known as the N.E.A. Four when grants were revoked after Congress passed
a provision on decency. She was named a chocolate-smeared woman and took the fight to the Supreme Court, but lost her case in 1998. I think I was definitely demonized for my expression,' she said. Midnight loomed, and Mrs. Finley was almost ready to go home. Back inside, Paul Nebenzial, her partner, both personal and professional, about four years old (although they have
known each other since childhood), played the harmonica for a group of admiring Youters. Mr. Nebenzial also performed in Written in the Sand, providing musical accompaniment and interludes between some of the heaviest poems. Another small group roamed in, including Peter Kramer and Jack Waters, who ran ABC No Rio nearly three decades ago while living in a basement.
Mr. Waters was looking at the space where bold black-and-white works by Mike Estabrook, Carol Warner and other artists were exhibited. It's a remnant of a culture that no longer exists, he said of space. Except that for that night, at least, the culture was very much alive. Performer Karen Finley helped draw attention to the role of female objectification in art. (Lawrence K. Ho/Los
Angeles Times via Getty Images) a topless woman stood on a darkened stage. Her long brown ponytail was loosely swept into the bandana as she emphatically tossed a brown brown cake on her chest and arms. The cheering crowd recalled the back alley of the strip club. But the setting was not a strip club. It was Lincoln Center in 1990. And it was art. This woman, Karen Finley,
the performer, smiled and burst into a tremulous laugh before beginning diatribe. All these scars on your body are a testament to my my for you, she barks. I shot myself because I love you. It's better to feel cruel than not to feel anything at all. Finley was making a statement about women. My work speaks out against sexual violence, the degradation of women, incest and
homophobia, she later wrote. When I smear chocolate on my body, it's a symbol of women being treated like dirt. The play We keep our victims ready, made people uncomfortable. It had to be. But instead of addressing this discomfort, conservative groups rallied against Finley, fomenting a holy war with supporters of freedom of expression. The conservative Christian organization
Coalition of Traditional Values threatened with a picket. The National Endowment for the Arts grant review panel recommended Finley for the grant, and since the organization is funded by the federal government, politicians have joined the fray. Republican Sen. Jesse Helms called Finley's work offensive and said Finley should not be funded by the NEA. Playboy responded by
calling him an eternal party pooper. A reviewer at the New York Times defended Finley, saying: Karen Finley's subject is not obscenity. Its subject is pain, rage, love, love, need, fear, dehumanization, oppression, cruelty and comfort. While there were certainly women in the chorus of voices denouncing Finley's work, the most vociferous critics were men, which gave the whole affair
a whiff of men telling a woman to cover up. Rowland Evans and Robert Novak wrote a review column describing Finley as a chocolate young woman, imploring the head of the NEA to veto funding for the project. Finley replied: I see this attack as part of a broader trend of suppressing artists, especially those whose work focuses on complex social issues, playing on the fears,
prejudices and problems of society. But it was more than just an artistic suppression - Finley's intellectual chops were trivial. A young chocolate-smeared young woman had a dismissive punch can hardly be said of a man her age. (Finley was 34.) I'm a serious artist who performs all over North America and Europe,' she wrote. In July 1990, the NEA rescinded its subsidy
recommendation. The right to be subversive is sacred in art, but the question is what is art? hotly debated across the country. A year earlier, Helms declared a photograph of Robert Mapplethorpe and Andres Serrano not art, and in response to their funding for the NEA, Congress passed an amendment that grants to organizations that cannot promote obscene material that does
not have serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value, leaving the criteria that define art curiously uncertain. Columnist George Will kept the folder not art and wrote in The Washington Post: Any defense (OFA) must begin with the definition of art and its public function, and the DEFENDERs of the NEA will prevent it from beginning. But when from the same newspaper asked
asked that art was, he became uncharacteristically speechless, and refused. CBS's 60 Minutes took a swing at contemporary artists like Cy Twombly and Jean-Michel Basquiat in a special brightly titled Yes... But is it art? Finley's work demanded an answer to this question, but also asked others the question: who has the right to portray or suppress a woman's body and when, if in
mind, is it obscene? Responding to the NEA's decision to rescind her recommendation, Finley told a reporter: I feel I'm being punished for trying to push the boundaries. And I thought it was taken for granted years ago with everyone from James Joyce to Allen Ginsberg. So I was very naive ... I was dismissed as a hysterical woman by the majority of the press. Which proves my
point about what I'm trying to fight: a woman is only looked at as a sexual object and then she becomes a whore, a whore, an evil witch. Finley appeared in the Playboy issue with comedian Bill Maher in 1993.She and three other artists whose grant recommendations were also rescinded sued by the organization. They became known as the NEA Four. Their legal arguments were
based on the idea that the NEA was violating their First Amendment rights. The criteria for the organization by which grantees should show decency and respect for the different beliefs and values of the American public are discriminatory. Finley told the press: The government wants art to be propaganda for the state, and we don't want to do that. In 1993, a lower court ruled in
favour of NEA Four, declaring the decency provision constitutionally vague. The following year, the NEA stopped funding individual artists. And Art against. Finley went all the way to the Supreme Court. In an 8-1 ruling, the court ruled against NEA Four, saying that while the NEA's grant provision was undeniably opaque ... the consequences of inaccuracies are not constitutionally
serious. Finley responded by posing in Playboy. In distribution, Karen Finley: Bill Maher develops a taste for her performance art, Maher devours melted chocolate, smeared on her naked body. It was fucking you her detractors. She could do what she wanted with her body, the congressman and the columnists would be damned. Finley may have lost the court case, but she won
something more solid. Conservative efforts against her work had the opposite effect. She embarked on the most ambitious touring schedule of her career, according to the Los Angeles Times, playing sold-out shows across the country. More people than probably would have come to it. Her tour manager would say: The kind of press she's gotten in the last few months has started
her career. She managed to provoke a heated political dialogue about women, violence and their bodies. In the same year as the Supreme Court's decision, Ms. Magazine called her Woman of the Year. For Finley, none of this is the point of humiliating an attempt at strangulation. As she said I don't think fame or celebrity can ever Injustice. Injustice.
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